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Summary

 The S&P500 index  is expected to retest the low 3205-3200 zone. If this support zone 
holds there is a chance for the index to bounce back near last Friday's high area. 
Otherwise this week the index can go lower near the 3150 area for testing.  

 Oil  may go higher first if more external war news continues goosing the price. Any 
minor early pull back near the $60.50 area could be seen as a buying opportunity by the 
long side.

 GOLD  is expected to hold above the $1510 level this week to move to a  higher level. 
Any minor pullback will be bought by shorts covering.  
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY):

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up with overbought. 
Trade strategy:  Focus on short side this week or buy at 20-wEMA line area 

The intermediate-term trend is up, but both weekly PMO and STO are overbought. Last Friday’s 
pullback after Thursday's high could be technical selling due to the overbought condition, and 
may not change the intermediate-term uptrend direction. But last week's high could also be a 
short-term top (not confirmed by price yet). A short-term correction could push index price down 
near the 20-wEMA line without changing the intermediate-term trend direction. But the market is
extremely bullish and that should make buyers cautious.  
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  up with overbought
Trade strategy:  Aggressive short on any strong rally early in the week

SP500 index had a choppy holiday week. The net change for the week was down two points, but 
the range was larger than the previous two weeks. Daily PMO indicator remains overbought and 
gets ready to move down. Daily slow STO also is overbought. Both suggest a short-term minor 
correction is in process. So far the index hasn't broken below its short-term uptrend line. A 
breakdown point is lying around the 3198-95 zone. If the index moves below it and closes below 
it, a further decline toward the 50-dEMA line should be expected. 

Weekly Option 
Strike price Expiration

Date
Strike price Expiration

Date

3275.00

Meanline 3200.00 1/06/2020 ****

3120.00

**** see daily trading plan
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL) 

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Neutral with slightly overbought
Trade strategy:  buy on dip 

The weekly chart is bullish now. The momentum indicator gave an intermediate-term buy signal 
last Friday. The top of the long-term triangle pattern was broken and now it should act as a 
support line for the intermediate-term uptrend.  Any short-term retracement can give new buyers 
a chance to move into long positions. So far this year external news – not technical or 
fundamental factors – is the key force moving the price. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up with overbought
Trade strategy:  short on early bounce and buy on dip

Oil price jumped early last Friday in reaction to Middle East war news. So far the price remains 
within last year’s $50.50-$64.00 trading range. Now the $62.50 line will be a key for this week. If
the price manages to hold above that line, we expect a challenge of the resistance around $64.00 
today. A break above $64.25 could lead oil higher. The Daily PMO indicator is a little 
overbought, and a minor retracement could be seen early if there is no external news to pump the 
price on Monday. Otherwise oil could go higher first before it cools down again. In either case 
the broken key zone at $60.00-$59.50 should help to hold the price up against any retracement. 
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD)

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up 
Trade strategy:  buy 

Gold broke out in the last two weeks. Now the price approaches close to our minimum target 
zone $1560-$1600.  The $1600 level will be a key line for impulse wave 5, which determines 
next upside target, either $1628 or higher up to $1745.  As I said in the chat room, this year gold 
should have a good performance. The large commercials short position on gold will give a big 
support. Any minor pullback will be bought by shorts covering. Therefore buy on dip should be 
the main intermediate-term strategy for the first part of this year. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Up
Trade strategy:  buy on pullback

In the past two weeks, Gold broke out of the short-term downtrend line, and last Friday it had the 
strongest move since the breakout. The daily PMO indicator still is bullish, but not overbought 
yet. If there is an early retracement on Monday, it will give new buyers a chance to get into the 
market. Otherwise Gold could move higher up to the $1600-$1598 area before it retraces again. 
In any case gold is bullish. The $1498-$1500 zone is currently major support. As long as it holds,
buy on the dips.  
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS
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